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Abstract 
A lossless dictionary-based data compression technique has been proposed in this paper which is the modified form of 
compression technique based on optimality of LZW code (OLZW).  The encoding process of proposed technique is almost 
similar with OLZW. Additionally a checking is performed to determine the dictionary is full or not before insertion of new entry 
into the dictionary. When the dictionary gets full, the least recently used dictionary phrase is deleted. A variant of the same is also 
proposed where no phrases of dictionary are deleted. But, phrases added to the dictionary are all the string formed by 
concatenation of previous match and prefix of current match including current match itself. Another technique is proposed which 
combines both the above proposed techniques.  Comparisons of compression ratios are made among LZW, OLZW and proposed 
techniques which shows that the proposed techniques work well not only for small size files but also for large size files. 
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1. Introduction 
A lossless data compression is generally implemented using one of two different types of modeling: statistical or 
dictionary-based. Statistical modeling reads in and encodes a single symbol at a time using probability of that 
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symbol’s appearance. But, dictionary-based modeling uses a completely different method to compress data. It uses a 
single code to replace string of symbols. Dictionary-based modeling uses either static or adaptive dictionary. Static 
dictionary is built up before compression occurs and it does not change while the data is being compressed. The 
problem with a static dictionary is identical to the problem the user of a statistical model faces: The dictionary needs 
to be transmitted along with the text, resulting in a certain amount of overhead added to the compressed text. An 
adaptive dictionary scheme helps avoid this problem. It cannot tune dictionary in advance. One of the dictionary-
based data compression techniques is LZW considered as the industry standard for loss-less data compression. The 
technique is started by initializing the dictionary to all the symbols in the alphabet. Symbols are read one by one and 
concatenated into string S. The same process is continued as long as S is found in the dictionary. At a certain point, 
adding the next symbol C causes the search to fail. The string S is in the dictionary. But, SC is not. At the point, the 
encoder outputs the dictionary pointer that points To S, saves SC (which is now called phrase) in the next available 
dictionary entry and sets C to the string S . This is repeated for the remaining symbols. There are some limitations of 
the technique. The dictionary is initialized by all the symbols of the alphabet at the beginning of the encoding 
process. Some symbols in the dictionary may not be used during encoding of some files.  But, the unused symbols 
occupy some code values that cannot be used for other necessary phrases of dictionary. Again, at the beginning of 
the encoding process, the next available code value (256) can be represented by at least 9 bits. Because, first 256 
code values (0 to 255) are occupied by 256 symbols of the alphabet. To overcome these limitations, OLZW coding 
technique is introduced.  The technique starts encoding with a empty dictionary. Therefore, phrase code value to be 
assigned for phrases is started from 1. Length of Phrase to be encoded already in dictionary is determined by the 
highest phrase code in the dictionary. But, the symbol to be encoded that is not  in dictionary is encoded with 8-bit 
ASCII  and inserted into the dictionary as a new phrase with next available code value. To distinguish above two 
possibilities, a flag is used. The technique works very well for particularly small size files most of the time than 
LZW.  But, the compression ratios offered by the OLZW technique are not so well as LZW for large size files. To 
overcome this limitation, a new dictionary based technique is proposed in section 2.1 and termed as Modified 
compression technique based on optimality of LZW code (MOLZW). Two variant of the same are also proposed in 
section 2.2 and section 2.2 respectively. Results are given in section 3 and conclusions are drawn in section 4. 
 
 
2. The proposed techniques 
2.1. MOLZW coding technique 
The proposed technique is also started with empty dictionary and can start assigning codes of phrase not in 
dictionary with one bit long like OLZW coding technique. The symbol to be encoded not in dictionary is encoded 
with 8 bit ASCII and entered into the dictionary as a new phrase with next available code value. If a symbol 
PHARSE is in the dictionary, the next symbol A is read and concatenated to PHRASE. This process is continued as 
long as the string PHRASE is found in the dictionary. When, concatenating the next symbol A to PHRASE causes 
the search to fail, the string PHRASE is encoded with the code from the dictionary. The length of the code is 
determined by the highest phrase code in the dictionary. The concatenation of PHRASE and A is entered into the 
next available dictionary entry as a new phrase and PHRASE is initialized by the symbol A. This is repeated for 
remaining symbols in the file. In addition to that a checking is performed to determine the dictionary is full or not 
before insertion of new entry into the dictionary. When the dictionary gets full (i.e. the number of phrases exceed a 
specified number), the least recently used dictionary phrase is deleted. The selection of the phrase to be deleted is 
done by identifying all the dictionary phrases P for which there is no phrases PA (i.e. nothing has been appended to 
P, meaning that P has not been used since it was placed in the dictionary) and delete the oldest of them. The 
compression and decompression algorithm are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. A variant of the same is 
proposed in the section 2.2 and termed as variant one of MOLZW (MOLZWV1). 
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Start with empty dictionary and  next_code=1,PHARSE=NULL, Flag=0; 
 Read first element from input file/stream as Ch; 
Store 1 bit flag with 8 bits ASCII code for Ch to output file / stream; 
Append Ch to dictionary with code value as next_code;  
next_code is incremented  by one; 
While (not end of  file/stream) do 
         Read next element from input file/stream as Ch; 
         If (concatenation of PHARSE and Ch is in dictionary), then 
               Flag=1; PHARSE = concatenation of PHARSE and Ch; 
         Else 
                 If (dictionary is full) 
                        Remove least recently used phrase from dictionary. 
         End if; 
         Append PHRASE to dictionary with code value as   next_code; 
         next_code is incremented  by one; 
         If (Flag=0), then 
                Store 1 bit flag with 8 bits ASCII code for Ch to output file / stream;   
                PHRASE=NULL; 
         Else    
                CL=Find_code_length (next_code-1); 
                Store flag with CL bits code for Ch from dictionary to output file / stream; 
                If(Ch is not in dictionary), then 
                      Flag=0; 
                      Store 1 bit flag with 8 bits ASCII code for Ch to output file / stream; 
                      If (dictionary is full) 
                             Remove least recently used phrase from dictionary. 
                     End if; 
                     Append Ch to dictionary with code value as  next_code; 
                     next_code is incremented  by one; 
                Else   
                     PHRASE=Ch;  
                      Flag=1; 
                End if;   
         End if;   
 End while; 
         If (Flag=1), then 
                 CL= find_code_length (next_code-1); 
                  Store flag with CL bits code for PHRASE from dictionary to output file / stream; 
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Start with empty dictionary and  next_code=1, PHRASE=NULL; 
 Read first one bit from compressed file/stream as Flag. 
While (not end of compressed file/stream) do 
         If (Flag=0), then 
                Read next 8 bits from compressed file/stream as Ch; 
                Append concatenation of PHRASE and Ch to the dictionary with  
                 code value as  next_code; 
                 increment next_code  by one;   
                 Store Ch to the output file / stream; 
                 If(Ch is not in dictionary), then 
                         append Ch to dictionary with code value as  next_code; 
                         increment next_code  by one;            
                 End if; 
                 PHRASE=NULL;  
                 P=0; 
         Else  
                 CL= find_code_length (next_code-1); 
                 Read next 8 bits from compressed file/stream as Ch; 
                 Y= translation of Ch;    
                 Store phrase Y to the output file / stream; 
                 If (P=1), then 
                        Append concatenation of PHRASE and Ch  to dictionary with   
                        code value as next_code;    
                        increment next_code  by one;   
                 End if; 
                 PHRASE=Y; 
                 P=1; 
         End if; 
         Read next one  bit from compressed file/stream as Flag; 
 End while; 


































Fig. 2.  MOLZW decompression algorithm 
 
2.2.   MOLZWV1coding technique 
Similar to the previous proposed technique, it is also started with empty dictionary. But, no phrases of dictionary is 
deleted and phrases added to the dictionary are all the string P’t where t is a prefix of current match P including P 
itself and P’ is the previous match. This is in contrast to OLZW and compression technique based on optimality of 
LZW code (MOLZW) techniques where each phrase added is the concatenation of the current match P and the first 
symbol of the next match A. For example, P’=w and P=xyz, then phrases wx, wxy and wxyz are added to the 
dictionary. Another variant of the same is proposed in the section 2.3 and termed as variant two of MOLZW 
(MOLZWV2). 
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2.3. MOLZWV2 coding technique 
This technique combines both the above proposed techniques. That is, the technique deletes the least recently used 
phrases if the dictionary gets full. And also adds all the string P’t where t is a prefix of the current match P and P’ is 
the previous match.        
3. Results 
The comparison in terms of compression ratios among LZW12, LZW15, OLZW coding and proposed MOLZW, 
MOLZW1, MOLZW2 have been made in table III. The graphical representations of the same for different 
increasing size C source files, text files, document files and java files  are shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 
respectively. For all small size files p1.c, p2.c, txt1.txt, txt2.txt,d1.doc, d2.doc, jv1.java, jv2.java and jv3.java, the 
compression ratios of OLZW and proposed techniques are better than LZW12 and LZW15V. Also, the compression 
ratios of MOLZW for large size files p4.c, p5.c, txt4.txt, txt5.txt, d4.doc, d5.doc, jv4.java and jv5.java are better 
than LZW12 and some time better than the compression ratios of LZW15V.  
 
 












p1.c 174 0.57 25.29 28.16 28.16 28.16 28.17 
p2.c 328 3.35 27.44 28.96 28.95 28.98 28.98 
p3.c 442 11.09 32.81 32.13 32.44 32.67 32.77 
p4.c 1125 30.76 44.98 44.18 44.65 44.72 44.75 
p5.c 2904 47.93 56.54 54.99 55.39 56.42 56.59 
txt1.txt 315 3.81 27.62 28.57 28.55 28.58 28.58 
txt2.txt 494 10.32 31.38 31.38 31.37 31.38 31.39 
txt3.txt 523 6.69 28.11 29.25 29.25 29.27 29.25 
txt4.txt 1519 22.45 37.13 35.22 36.13 36.27 36.28 
txt5.txt 1873 25.73 38.60 35.93 36.91 37.96 37.98 
d1.doc 272 6.62 29.78 31.62 31.63 31.63 31.62 
d2.doc 834 35.25 49.64 50.00 50.00 50.10 50.00 
d3.doc 1018 12.18 29.76 29.17 29.56 29.58 29.62 
d4.doc 1562 26.31 40.46 38.41 38.43 39.68 39.73 
d5.doc 2846 34.75 44.55 41.92 41.90 43.31 43.39 
jv1.java 270 5.56 28.89 30.37 30.37 30.38 30.37 
jv2.java 622 28.30 45.18 45.50 45.49 45.50 45.51 
jv3.java 1021 11.95 29.58 29.29 29.28 29.43 29.47 
jv4.java 1471 24.20 38.89 37.46 37.45 38.52 38.61 
jv5.java 2740 33.65 43.72 40.86 40.69 42.01 43.32 
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4. Conclusion 
The problem with OLZW coding technique is that the performance in term of compression ratio is not so good for 
large files. The proposed MOLZW and its variants eliminate the problems. The proposed techniques not only offer 
better rate of compression for small size files, but also offer for large size files. Similar with OLZW, the proposed 
techniques works very well for particularly small size files most of the time than two versions of LZW (i.e. LZW12 
and LZW15V). And the performances of MOLZW and its variants are not so poor for large size files also. They 
offers better compressions for large size files than LZW12 and OLZW most of the time and some time better than or 
at least closed to the compression ratios of LZW15V. Among the proposed three techniques, the MOLZW2 offers  
much better results.  
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Fig. 5.  .  Compression ratios of document files 
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